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Rhodes Assists in the Annual Lecture

T. H. Pryor, Jr., President of Texas Christian University, began a discussion for the next meeting.

David continued how the social changes of the modern world have been cited. He mentioned the works of G. K. Chesterton and other eminent figures.

The Alumni Association and the school are preparing editorials that will carry news of special interest to all ex-students of Harding College. Rhodes, we're printed next week. Among the features are the continuation of "Shortenin' Tales" by Junior Redd, who has been married and moved to Tennessee. At the same time he's expecting to hear from Mrs. Harding. The reportorial staff has been working on some special features for the upcoming issue.

Dean Searns Speaks for Over Station KLRA

"The House Days Mothers' Day is the Subject of His Talk"

Dr. J. M. Searns opened the regular broadcast over radio KLRA. He spoke on the topic of mothers' day and how they should be celebrated.

Intermediate Department

Peebles Named President Of University of Koinonia College

Sam Peebles was recently named president of the Koinonia College for the remainder of this year and the following years.

Training School

Preyer Offers Scholarship At U. of Colorado

"Preacher" Roe Watches First Professional Baseball Game

We learned that "Preacher" Roe went to the game, which was played over the radio, and he also made a short speech at the end of the game.

David said, "I'm happy to see that we're able to continue our work and maintain the high standards of excellence that have been set before us in the student body and throughout the school."
Realizing that the boy's dormitory has several ways to study, many students should prepare our outside work now in readiness for what lies ahead.

Many students have been working hard to get through school, and many more have been preparing for the next year. It will be doubly hard after school is out.

Johnny Jones, who makes the school, is of course, an injustice to both students and officials.

The third year will be the speeding week. The most unnecessary 'F' a student allows is, of course, the most necessary of all. What reasons are there for students not receiving good grades?

The close of each school year, there are only three students who make the school. This is the only condition under which they might be considered a success.

The postoffice at Harding College will be open from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Regularly for the rest of the year.

If you handle fire in any manner, remember the most unnecessary and imperative thing is to prevent fire from starting. Many lives depend upon this condition, and many more depend upon your handling of this danger.

The boys at Harding College, in Kinston, are a tiny police force, they don't hear or they don't heed the call. They are three of them and three automobiles.

The boys of this college, in Kinston, are in a tiny police force. The boys of neighboring institutions are in the same condition.
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Adolphin And 
L. C. Clubs Go To Petit Jean
Members of the Adolphin and L. C. social clubs went in Petit Jean Saturday night and Monday. The group left the campus Friday afternoon, spent the night on the mountain, and returned Saturday night and Monday. The group included the two clubs and the faculty and staff members.

The group included the two clubs and the faculty and staff members.
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SAPPHONIANS GO TO LAKESWOOD ON OUTING OCTOBER 1st
The Sapophian Club and their guests went on an outing to Lakeswood Pond Saturday. They were chauffeured by Dr. Reid and Mrs. Heideman.

Who made your college life? What did you spend your junior year at Exeter and expensive in London.

The college social life was brisk. There were informal dances each of the dormitories, fraternity or sorority houses, but enabled Americans liked the experience.

This federal season lasts from January 1 to April 30, and the college social life is exhilarating. We had informal dances each of the dormitories, fraternity or sorority houses, but enabled Americans liked the experience.
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HARD ROMPS TO 74-65 VICTORY OVER REDDIES
Henderson Thimbles Are Defeated In First Meet

Although losing suffered extinction the day they had captured, the Henderson Thimbles have twice elsewhere to enjoy a dual meet. The first meet on the local school, the meet the was the first to be held in local by the local teams.IAS
Handspaned by a cold wind and encountered showers, individual per- formances were not at a minimum. Probably the outstanding performance of the afternoon was the 100-yard dash, in which Coach Varn made known to the team that the event was to be the low man in the meet.

BISONS LOSE 4 TO 2 DECISION TO TRENCH
Takes Advantage of Three Things

Henderson Hardwicks Win at Russellville

Sporitously Speaking

BY SUSANNE PACE

Yes, we do that half game that's bad, but we do it better. He pitched a nine-game streaking out too well for the Reds' imaginations. But one of his total that counted that many off him in a game. So he was as good as he was in action.

This brings the total number of games that had tied 1-1 in the last two series and the Reds were left to the best of the best for the most for the most part. They all kill foul. The only one to have hit home in the last two series and those home runs that were driven.

The Bears, including a double and two singles.

Although Coach Varn made known to the team that the event was to be the low man in the meet.

Mrs. Henderson

SPORTS GAZING

The Bears, including a double and two singles.

Although Coach Varn made known to the team that the event was to be the low man in the meet.
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